
Sizzle Mix‘s curries are expertly seasoned
with a smooth creamy texture and which is

quick and easy to make.

Visit Our Website: www.sizzlemix.co.uk



The product line we offer includes Non-Retort options like Tomato Curry Base, Onion Curry Base
and others ideal for cooking in big batches for the B2B market. 
We also offer Retort selections such as Dal Makhani, Delhi Tikka Masala and many more for the
B2C market. All packaged using cutting-edge technology for freshness and and the best quality.

elcome to Sizzle Mix Ltd ! We are excited to showcase our exceptional range of
products. As a leading food distributor we are proud to offer India’s first non-retort
products with a prolonged shelf life at room temperature. Our selection includes
both Non-Retort and Retort options, tailored to meet various cooking needs and
providing food solutions for catering industry, restaurants and Institutions.

W
We at Sizzle Mix have a passion for Indian traditional food. So we are happy to announce the
launch of these exciting new products for UK and Europe markets. These products are already
exported to the US and the success of this has driven us to expand internationally. We are a
leading importer and distributor of these best quality traditional indian curries accompanied by
excellent services beyond customer expectations.
Our Goal
It’s our goal to share these tasty varieties of
authentic products made of the highest standard
quality, using ethical sourcing practices. 

Vision
To keep improving our competitiveness by
applying value adding innovations to our
services for competitive edge over the
competition.

Our Mission
Our mission is to sustain our unique,
creative and competitive solutions, making
us a reliable commercial partner in
distribution.To feature as a benchmark in
distributing a variety of high quality
traditional Indian curries to provide a
delightful culinary experience to the needs
of our clients.

About the products
Specialising in expertly seasoned curries, Sizzle
Mix provides easy-to-use products with a rich and
creamy texture. The curries stand out for their
stability at room temperature for up to 12 to 18
months without any preservatives using advanced
technology to make it durable. Offering endless
menu possibilities, we guarantee consistent taste
characteristics in every packet, reflecting our
dedication to quality and standards. 

ABOUT SIZZLE MIX

We take pride in distributing authentic Indian flavours using all-natural, farm-fresh ingredients
without synthetic colours, preservatives or MSG. 
Selecting Sizzle Mix products means enjoying smooth texture, vibrant colours and a genuine
taste in every dish. Our curries streamline inventory management reduce vegetable waste and
offer versatile applications with minimal preparation. We also prioritise supporting local
farmers by sourcing high-quality ingredients sustainably and ethically contributing to their
livelihood and the community.
All the Products have Authentic Indian flavors and are very quick and convenient to make. They
are versatile as you can make several different curries using the base sauces. It’s also
customisable as you can add more spice (if required).  
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1A 1B Chana Masala 2A 2B Dal Makhani

3A 3B No Onion No Garlic Dal Makhani 4A 4B Pav Bhaji

5A 5B Pav Bhaji (No Onion No Garlic) 6A 6B Vindaloo Curry

7A 7B Delhi Tikka Masala 8A 8B Makhani Curry

9A 9B Korma Curry 10A 10B Tandoori Marination Base

13C Tomato Curry Base 15C Onion Curry Base

16C No Onion No Garlic Base 17C Tomato Onion Masala Base

18C White Curry Base (With Cashew) 19C Tikka Curry Base

20C Tikka Curry Base (With Cashew)

SIZZLE MIX PRODUCTS
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+44 7952 673 674

info@sizzlemix.co.uk

124 City Road, London, EC1V 2NX 

Follow Us

www.sizzlemix.co.uk


